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After Spaniards conquered America they "ruled" Chile. Everyone had to adapt to a new lifestyle,
culture and religion. These people lived in the countryside or in the cities, but they had very different
lifestyles. This life was very unfair, since natives were not treated the same as creole or Spaniards. 

I made this scrapbook so you can have fun
reading it, but most importantly I want to say
that some things of the colony have not
changed and other things have.  Also, it is
important to know that the traditions of our
family go on.

Life today and life in the colony has changed a lot, like for example women now are
more free than then. Also the jobs are very different because now we have plenty
more of them. That does not mean that some things are still the same, like for
example I still eat "once" with my family,also  me and my family still plays very
traditional games like hide and seek, or flying a kite
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When I was little, I used to play with my friends
outside. I lived in a safe town, so we spent a lot of
time playing typical games in the streets, like
trompo, luche, hide and seek and payaya. We did not
have any electronic games like today. When I was 12
years old the TV arrived to Chile, and we gathered
to see cartoons. My father is spanish, so we are a
very united family. We ate lunch together every
Sunday and we cooked typical spanish dishes, like
paella, tortilla de papa, "cocido" and for rainy days
we ate "masitas".

My grandparents                colonial times



Which traditions did my family leave till today

My great grandmother passed on
the tradition of learning how to
knit. My great grandmother taught
my grandmother, my grandmother
to my mother and now my mother
is teaching me, and I am going to keep
this tradition alive. 

My great grandfather was fromSpain, so all my family cookedtypical Spanish dishes, liketortilla de papa, cocido and arrozcon leche. My mom is going toteach me how to cook all thesemeals, so I can continue with thetradition.



I think that family traditions define a large amount of ouridentity. So, some Spanish traditions continue to this day, like forexample another tradition that my family has is to be all togetheron Sundays or for holidays. Also the other part of my family isfrom Chile, like for example we celebrate the 18th of September,so we share both cultures.

How does my family define my
identity



This scrapbook contains my families heritage, many pictures of them and their traditions. Also this photo album explains that
some things from the past are the same, but others are not. Also when you read this, you will realize that all our families have a
different culture and they are not all the same. I hope you learn a lot from this scrapbook and that you have fun while reading it.

My name is Valentina Sánchez, and I am the author of this scrapbook. I was
born in Talca, Chile on September 3rd 2009. My mom is called Claudia, my
dad Fernando and my brother is also called Fernando. I also have a dog called
Lila. I love to play board games with my family and friends. I also like to watch
movies and listen to music. But, what I most love is to visit my family in Talca.
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